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-

Efficient technology has been developed for aqueous
foam protection of plants against radiatikc night cooling.
Experimental and mathematical simulations togcther
with field tests were carried out in a serirch of Ib:~ming
solutions and methods of application or the foal11 layer
that provide optimal protection. A new parameterinsulation endurance-was developed for evaluating the
ther~llalprotective properties of unstable insulation materials such as aqueous foam. This parameter combines
properties that are the most importarlt for successful
protcction of planrs-heat resistivity and stability. Based
on this parameter. the experimental data \\ere interpreted and used to choose the foaming solutions that
provide sufficient protection of plants during a night of
frost. Foams were studied when applied in various configurations. directly over soil surface and spread over
a mesh which covers the plants.
C 1999 Silsoe Research Institute

1. Introduction

-

An estimated total annual loss of more than 800 M US
dollars to agriculture is caused by night radiati~ecooling.
This loss is greater than that due to any other environmental o r biological hazard.',* Covering plants by waterbased foams is among the IIIOS~promising frost protection methods. The foams have thc advantages of being
non-toxic, relatively cheap. stable during a night of frost,
and are destroyed ivhen exposed to the sun.3 111 spite of
successful results n.ith foam protection of plants during
the 1 1 ) 7 0 ~it. ~did
~ not become a widely accepted commercial method. It is believed that the main reasons for
this are complex technolog\i and high cost of materials
used for foam production. Simplification of the applicacosts are
tion technique and loi\ering of prod~~ction
development of a foam protection
required for s~~ccessful
method.

Notation
A. B empirical cocff cients
Fo Fourier number
h thickness of layer. m
p pal-tial pressure of water vapor. mmI-Ig
(I,, heat flus fro111 air to the upper foam
surface. W/m2 K
q, heat flus from the earth to the lower foam
surface. W/m2 K
r thermal resistivity, m' K IW
T temperature. "C
aierage night air temperature "C
7,:
T absolute temperature. K
t integration variable
y vertical coordinate, n~

Greek Icrtcrs
x heat transfer cozficient. W/m2 K
:- empirical exponent
/i heat dilTusivity, m2/s
A heat conductiiity, W/mK
I,, elrective heat conductivity of the air layer
in an experimental box (arrangements
A and B)
oO Stefan-Bolt/mann constant, W/m2 KS
T titt~e,s
R insulation endurance
o rate of decaying parameter
Suhscraipts
n air
E e~lclosure
f foam
fjc upper foam surface
$ lower foam surface
g ground
gs carth surface
p poll styrene
0 initialmoment
Sliperscripts
1 louer
o overall

2. Foam generation technology and thc foam contents
Water-based foams are commonly produced using an
electrically driven water pump for mixing and atomization of tlie foaming solution while a compressor supplies compressed air. The foam generation technology,
developed by Arnir rt
produces the foam without air
compressed by any external source of energy. The only
energy source is the nates pressure in the irrigation
pipeline. This foam-producing techniclue is based on an
existing irrigation sjstem together with a container for
foam solution, ~iiisingchambers and atomizing nozzles.
After ~nixirlgwith water, the solution is deli\ered by
a water-driven puriip to a specially designed nozzle. At
the nozzle, the water solution is sprayed on a mesh where
it is atomized without the assistance of pressurized air.
and foam i\ produced and spread.
In order to meet thc requirenlents of this nett7technology. n novel foa111ing con~positionwas developed. The
basic solution i~icludesbetaine C (coconut amido alkyl
bctaine) as a surfactant. 1,auramide 11 (coconut diethanolamide) as a stabilizer and glycerol as an an~ifreeze
additive. Betaine C is an aniphoteric conipound which is
corn~lionlyused for non-irritating sliampoos, industrial
fc>anicrsand as a surfactant for preparing bubble baths.
La~~ramidc
1 I ivhich is a non-ionic component, is usually
used as a Soam booster, a thickener and a superfatting
agent. Thc most important criterion for the selection of
components for agricultural use is their degree of toxiand glycerol is
city. Bctaine C is a non-toxic compo~~nd'
known as a non-toxic con-pound which is used as a food
additiie? To the best of our knowledge. the toxicity of
Lauramide 11 has not been tested but being a 11011-ionic
co~npound,it has probably little influence on the plants
and soil. The cost of the foaming solution can be minimized by reducing concentrations of the basic components. especially betaine C, and by replacing them \$ith
cheaper materials. By introducing an additional 1 -3% of
a cheap mineral additive (kIA).it is possible to reduce the
concentration of the basic components b) two to four
tinics and still acliele a stable foani. Note that the
additives used are not revealed here because of palenting
considerations.

3. Field tests

To check the effectiveness of various foam applications. and especially their conligurations and compositions. in conditions of night radiation cooling, the roamproducing s>stc111was tested in a field experiment. The
test took place during a \vindless and cloudless night on
25 January 1996 at a farm. situated in Kefar Yehosliua in
the vallej of Izre'el. Israel. The cxpcritnent started at

about 0 1 :15 11 and lasted until 05:30 h. Foam was
applied at 01:45 11. The foam itas produced in a volumetric ratc of about 450 1,min. with air to bvater volume ratio
of about 45. Prior to foam application, the temperature
of the bare earth's surface was in the range of
1 to
+ 2'C.

+

Three types of plants (tomatoes. peppers and eggplants) werc put into four boxes, each of dimensions
60 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm deep. The number of plants in the
boxes iaried from 50 to 100. The plants in three boxes
nrerecovered with 0.1 mm polyethylene film (box I), foam
layer (box 3). and foam layer o\er a film (box 3). In box 2.
the initial thickness of the foam layer, measured from
the earth's surface. \\.as 35 cm. The height of the
plant\ \{as about 13 cm, thus the initial thickness of
the foam layer over the plants \vas about 13 cm. The
initial thickness of the foam layer abo\.e the film in box
3 was about 13 cm. The plants in box 4 served for control
and werc lcft nithout co1er. The foaming solution used
was tiatcr-based and contained 1% betaint: C, 0.2%
laura~nideand I % glycerol. The boxes \\.ere exposed to
the sky.
Temperatures of the leaf surfaces in the open box \\ere
0 to - 1°C, and temperatures of the leaves under the film
cover were - I to - 2-C. During the night, the temperature of the open earth surface decreased to - 1 'C. ~vhilc
the temperature of the bare leaves decreased to -2'C.
The obser\utions showed that the stability of the foam
layer over the film (box 3 ) tvas much higher than the
stability of thc foam layer applied directly to the plants.
At 01:00 h the thickness of the fo:in layer eyer the
fdm was smaller than the initial thickness by 5 cm
and the foam layer seemed rather dense and frozen. The
thickness of the foani layer in box 3 decreased at the
same timc by about 10-15 cm. and it looked very
rarefied. It is believed that this effect is the result of
greater drainage ivhen the foam \\as applied directly to
the plants.
Follo\\ing the nocturnal frost cvcnt, tlie state of the
plants in boxes 1 4 \\'ere examined. and the damage to
the pl:~nts was estimated based on the percentage of
damaged plants and leaves, as shown in Table 1. Based
on data sulnmarized in Tablc 1. the following conclusions are drawn.
1. Covering with film does not prevent frost darnage to

thc plants. The percentage of damaged plants covcrcd
\vith film was the same as for uncovered plants, while
the percentage of damaged leaies under the film cover
Lvas even greater than for the uncovered plants.

,

,
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Table 1
Percentage of damaged plants (leaves) after a night of frost

Type of protection
Without cover
Covcred with lilnl
Covered with foam
Covered with film
and foam
( )

to ma toe.^

Peppeis

-

77
74

77 (41)
78 (66)
71 (38)

0

26 (19)

Table 2
Foarn con~positionstested in the field test

Egg-platits
-

78
0
0

Percentage of damapcd and killed leaves.
compositions 4 and 5 collapsed quickly and. at 04:OO h,
there was no substantial foam cover left over the grass.

-

2. Covering the plants with a foam layer slightly decreased the percentage of damaged plants and substantially daniaged leaves in tomatoes and peppers.
No damagc \!as found in the egg-plants.
3. Thc Icast dariiage tvas obtained in the case of a foam
layer placed over a film. In this case, the damage was
fully prevented for tomatoes arid egg-plants and was
substantially reduced for peppers.

3.3. Reconl~l~rrttle(l
cor!fiqurarion and foarn properties

Thc i-csults obtained show that the best protection of
plants again\t night frost is provided when the protective
foam layer is stretched over the plar~tsand does not
penetrate between thein. In order to providc such a configuration, the foam used must form a stable layer over
Obsenations during two months after the field experi- the plant foliage or abobc some shield such as a film or
ment shon-ed that application of foam did not cause any net. stretched over the plants. Nets. for instance, which
damage to any of the plants tested.
are commonly used to cover and protect plants and
orchards against hail and birds, may be used. These nets
arc usually fabricated from knitted polyethylene. with
standard mesh sizes of 3- 10 min. The foam intended for
3.2. Testing of ruriolrs cori~positio~t.~
this purpose must be capable of existing during several
Simultaneously nith the described esperinier~ts,five hours on the mesh without substantial drainage. In order
foam strips of different content were put dircctly onto to meet these conditions, therc is a nccd to incrcasc the
grass. The foani strips dilllensions were 5 m long. 1111 adhesion and the stab~lityof thc foam. Creation of foams
widc, with inilial thickness of about 20 cm. Five foam with such properties and the development of arrangement for frost protection of plants and trees in the field
con~positionswere used (see Table 2).
During thc tcst, observing the foam checked the foam and in greenhouses mere the object of the experimental
quality, and tlic thickness of the foam layers \tras niea- works reported in this paper.
sured. The temperatures of the bare earth surface, earth
surface under the foam laycrs. and the foam surfaces were
measured with a system of thern~ocouplcs.Acquisition of
the thermocouple readings was accomplished by the
DAS T C acquisition board.
Among the foam strips, conlposition 1 (see Table 2 )
proved to be the most stable. At 04:OO h, the thickness of
The iicld lest showed that foani over a shield (net or
this strip was about 15 cm, the teniperati~reof tlic earth film) provides the best protectiori. In ordcr to develop
surface under the strip was about +2.7'C. while the such a frost protectioil method, the foam used must be
temperature of the foani surface was - 3.5 C. The thick- stable for several hours and the required properties are
ncss of the strip of composition 3 at the same timc was therefore a high insulation capability, high adlicsion,
about 10 cm. ~vhilethe temperature of the earth surface high viscosity and Ion? drainage. The insulation characunder the strip Lvas about +0.2'C. The strips 1 and teristics of such a foam cover must be tested in controlled
2 existed for about 10 h. For strip 3 at 0400 h. the foam esperinlents.
thickness was about 7 cm and thc earth surface tetnperaThis part of the study was performed in a controllcd
ture was about -0.2'C. Foarii strips made fro111 cabinet where frost collditions could be simulated. An
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Here. 11,-, is the distance betneen thernlocouples 1 and
4 (see Fig. I), and i, and Ir, are the heat conductivity and
the thickness of the poljstyrene plate, respectively.
The value of I,;, is equal to the actual foam heat
conductility if all the space between the plate and the
vessel is filled nith foam and the temperature profile is
steady and linear. During the experiment. the foam layer
settles and the air lajer appears between the foam and
the upper vessel. Tn this situation. the effective heat conductivity rises because air layer has greater heat conductivity than the foam lajer.
Fig I E.rperi~~le~~taI
at~atlgepemellt .A .Vi~rrlbers1-5 11ldlCare
A sllnilar technique may be used for
the
rl~cm~oco~cple
posrrlons
heat conductivity of the lower part of the foam layer i.:,.
situated between thermocouple 3 and the bottom (sec
Fig. I ) :
insulated box was built (see arrangement A in Fig. I),
equipped with a flat electrical heater with capacity of
-, . I l 3 - 1 (T4 - T5)
A/. =
(2)
about 3 W in the bottom of the box. Above the heater.
11,r ( T-, - TJ
a polystyrene plate 14 mm thick and heat conductivity of
0.033 W/mK. was placed. The box was colered with Using this technique, it \+aspossible to investigate variaa rectangular metallic vessel, containing a water-glycerin tions in timc of the heat conductivity of the foam layer by
solution. Thermocouples werc installed inside the vessel itself lo evaluate insulation properties and stability of the
( 1 ), at t ~ lcvcls
o
bet\\een thc vcssel and the polystyrene tested foams. In the first set, about 20 experiments with
plate (2) and (3). and at thc upper and lower surfaces of foams of various contents were carried out and the foam
content of best insulation properties was chosen. The
the polystyrene plate (4) and (5).
method
for comparing and evaluating the insulation
The space between the metallic vessel and the polystyproperties
is to be discussed later (see Section 4.2). Then.
rene plate was filled with the foam tested and the box mas
in
a
second
set. about 40 experiments were conducted
installed in a freezer. The water-glycerin solution mas
with
various
foam layers applied over a mesh. The mesh,
cooled down prior to the experiments to a temperature
tvith
1
cm
cells,
as placed at the bottom of the box
of -5 to - 10°C. which was kept constant during the
(arrangement
R.
see
Fig. 2). After surplus solution had
experiments. Glycerin concentration in the water was
chosen to provide phase change in this temperature
range, thus increasing the temperature stability of the
Thr~S'"L
solution. Such arrangement simulates temperature conditions typical for a foam layer applied to the earth
during a night of frost. It is known that the upper surface
Glycerin - water
solution
of the foam layer is cooled down to very lo\\- temperatures due to radiative heat flux to the atmosphere. At the
i '
Foam
100 mm
same time. the surface in contact tvith the earth is 111uch
warmer due to geothermic heat flu^.^.'^ The role of the
heater is to ( I ) simulate geothermic heat flux. and (2)
improve the accuracy of the measurements by increasing
81 mm
the ttmnerature gradient in tlic foam laver. Data from
the thermocouples were recorded with a DAS-TC acquisition board. Each experiment took about 8-12 h and
temperatures wcrc sampled every 15 min. Rased on these
data, the ell'ectivc hcat conductivity of the whole layer
I-]eater
(including foam and air) between the cooling vcsscl and
the hottom was calculated based on temperatllres of the Fig. 3. E.rp,crbtarral ar-ra~lgertle~rr
B. Nicnrbers 1-5 itldicore
vessel 7,and the polystyrene plate surfaces (upper T,.
rher~?~ocuzcple
posiriotls
@
./
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additive. The additives tcsted ivere polymer additive (PA)
and mineral addithe (MA). The first set of experin~e~lts
\vas carried out in arrangement A ivhere stability and heat
conductivity of the foams over an impenetrable surface
were investigated. The range of the foam co~nponentcontents in these experiments was: amido betaine C,
0.5-1.6%; lauramide 11, 0-1-0.2%; glycerol, 0.5-1.2%:
In order to compare insulation properties of foams PA. &I%: MA. 0-7.3%. Typical temperature measurewith various contents. a neu parameter "insulation en- ments and calculated heat conductivities are presented in
Figs. 3 and 4 for foam made of the basic solution. Here Ti
durance". was developed:
is the temperature measured by the ith ther~~iocouplc
(see
Fig. 1).The overall heat conductivity E.j,, which is calculated using Eqn (I), increases in time up to air layer heat
This new parameter allo~vsthe evaluation of the e l k - conductivity of about 0-2 \Y/m K. The heat conductivity of
tiveness of heat protection o\er time. Here, rI; is the the lower part of the foam layer, adjacent lo the bottom of
overall thermal resistivity of a given volume, composed the box i;, is calculated using Eqn (2). A very low heat
conductikity of about 0.02 W/m K was found during the
of foam (subscript . f )and air (subscript 1 1 ) layers:
first 150 min, and then it increased up to a t alue of aboul
0.06 W/m K. Note that after about 150 min. the bottom
temperature dropped to below OcC. and the apparently
and roo is tlie thermal resistivity of tlie same volu~ne subseque~itrise in heat conductivity might be attributed to
freezing of the foam. This pattern Lvas found in all other
Ivithout foam:
foam compositions tested in this set of experiments.
As shown in Fig. 3. tlie overall heat conductivity I>, is
much higher than the heat conductivity of the lower foam
where hJo is the initial thickness of the foam layer and i, layer i.;,. and increases faster with time. The reason for
is the effective heat conductivity of the air layer with this etiect is the foam surface settling. Using Eqn (6), the
thickness of hJo.The foam layer thickness I t , and the air value of insulation endurance parameter R = 17.7 was
layer thickness It, vary with time. At any time. the total obtained for this case.
thickness hJo = hJ + / I , is constant.
The highest value of insulation endurance parameter
The dimensionless time is defined as a Fourier nun~ber: R \itas obtained using a foaming solution containing 0.5%
Fo = K , T / ~ $ , : where K , is the air heat diffusivity. It is betaine C, 0.1% lauramide 11, 0.5% glycerin, 0.85% PA
worth noting that R = 0 for an air layer, while R = .r and 3% MA. In this case, R greater than 101.5 \\.as
for a foam layer which never decays. For real foams the calculated. A lotver limit for R was provided because the
foam layer did not collapse until the end of the experiment.
value of R is finite and positive.
The measured values of R are obtained from experiIn another set of experiments, the foam was placed on
ments, n-hich are described above. using
a mesh in arrangement B. The range of the foam component contents in this set was: amido betaine C.
0.5-3%; lauramide 1 1.0.1 -0.7%: glycerol. 0.5-1.5%: PA.
0.45-1.8%; MA, 0-4%. Here, the greatest insulation
Here. i.>,.i
denotes the value of overall elkctive hcat con- endurance parameter (R > 119) was found for a foaming
ductivity. calculated for the ith time segment of the es- composition containing 1.5% betaine C. 0.1% lauramide
perinlent according to expression (1); AFoi = / i , A ~ ~ / / t11,
~ ~0.5%
;
glycerin and 0.85% PA. This co~nposition
4~~
is the duration of the ith time segment: and N is the stayed on the mesh for about 10 11 and during this time
number of time steps until the foam layer disappears the insulatiotl properties did not deteriorate substa~itially
(see Fig. 5).
complctcly.

been drained, tlie frame was installed on a measuring box
in the freezer. Drainage holes in the measuring box prevented the accun~ulationof foam under the mesh.

-

4.3. Resltlts qf the esperi~ncllts

5. hlathe~naticalsimulation

Different additives were added to a basic solulion for
increasing the foam stability and adhesion. The basic
solution included: amido betaine C as surfactant. lauraniide I I as a stabilizer and glycerol as an antifreezing

5.1. Dec~tyillg.foal111a)lc.r on earth surjirce
The problem of heat insulation with a stable foal11
layer during a night of radiative frost was described by

H. KKASOVITSKI E T .4L.

Fig. 3. Tc~~rrpct~trrrrr.c:(.
utld c:ffc'c[if~o
hc,irr cotrtfricricirie.sof'oario~islayers qf:foanrirr c.~perir~rc~rlrtrI
arrrrtrgc~rrrc,~~~
d . I;oam corrtctrr: hetabre
C, 0.78%; I(11rrc1triit1~~
1 1 , 0.16%; ~[~.c.c,rol.
1.2%. T,,totIper.arlrrc n~easlrredh~t/Ire it11 tlre~r~rttocoriple
shonv~it1 Fig. I: i;,.orerall Itear
corrdlrcrir1i[\. 01 [kc. ic~holer.olrrn~chrt~cverrrlrc~~hn-ttrocorrl~lc
I ar~dI(Fig. I ) : I.:., , Irc~alrorrrlrrcti~~i~~~
of'rltc~10~~~o.pirrr
oj'rhe /ban1 layer
sitrrtr~erlhc~nvernrher.~trncolrple.~
3 arrd 4 (I--ig. I )

Krasovitski cJt (11.'~ Here. we modify the model to account
for thc more realistic conditions of the decaying foam layer.
In order to take into account the decaying of il foam
layer with time, a term ri is ernployed for the thermal
resistivity of the foam layer, such that

Since thermal resistivity decreases in time, as shown in
the experiments described abo\le, the follo\ving approsimation is suggested:
r,

= qor

.-' ,F'*

Using the thermal resistivity concept, the heat transfer
problem for the foam layer applied to the earth's surface
in conditions of night radiative c o ~ l i n g was
' ~ modified.
.Assuming for simplicity a linear temperature profile inside the foam layer. the boundary conditions (heat flux
continuity) on the foam surfaces take the follo\ving form.
At the upper foam surface:

and at the lotver foam surface:

(8)

\\here 9, = l ~ ~ ~is /thei initial
, ~ thermal resistivity ofthe
foam layer. The parameter UJ characterizes the rate of
decaying. It may be connected \vith the insulation endu- where TJland T,, are the temperaturt.~of the lo\\er and
rance parameter R [see Eqn (311 by substituting Eqn ( 8 ) thc upper s~rfaccs.r~spe~tively,
f' is the absolufe temperature. (1, is the heat llus from the air to the upper foam
into Eqn (?):
surface, q, is the heat flux from thc ei~rthto the lower
~ , 1 = - 2-1
(9) foam surf~~cc.
a,, is thc Stcfr~rl-Boltzmann constant. .-I.
CZ E.,
B are empirical coefficients, y is an c~npiricalcxponcnt
A correlation coelticient of 0.96 \vas calculated for the and p is thc partial pressure of water vapour in the
of temperatures on
experimental data, presented in Fig. 3 3nnd the approxi- atmosphere. Using the corlli~li~ity
the foam surlhces. Trl = T,I,.=o ant1 Tf,,= T,I,= -,,,,
mation suggested in Eqns (8) and (9).
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trrc~asrtredbj. //re it11tlrert~rocorrple
slro~i11 ill Fig. I;
;.j,.ol*erc~/l
.
herrt c.orrifrrctii*iQq
o/ the ~i~lrolc.
I . O / ~ I I I henreerr
IL~
rhe tlrrr-nrocorcpleI urrd 4 (Fig. I ) ; i.:,, /rear corrtlrtcti13inof tlic / O I I ' P I . ~ I I . o/'
I
~/rc~./oiirtr
Iiry~,~.
.sittra/~dhent,ecrr rherrrroco~t~~le~
3 ~ 1 14d (Fig. I )
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together iirith Eqns (10) and ( 1 I), the heat transfer problems in the earth layer and the air iniersion layer are
connected and are solved \vithout a need to solve the heat
transfer problem in the foam layer. Thus, forecasting the
earth's surface temperature under a decaying foani layer
during a night of frost is done using values of the insulation endurance parameter R taken from the laboratory
esperiment. Notc that at the initial stage, a problem for
the bare earth surface exposed to night sky should be
solved. and that foam is applied over the ground
ivhen the earth surface temperature reached some critical
level.
The earth surface temperatures during a night of frost
before and after a foam layer ivas applied, ivere calculated. The initial 1emper:iture of' air and the upper layer
of the ground was taken as + 3 C, the partial pressure of
\rater vapour in air as I mmHg, and the foam layer's
initial thickness as 5 cm. The vnlues of other paramctcrs.
influencing thc process \yere taken according to
Krasovitski er trl." As shown in Fig. 6, the temperature of
the bare earth surface falls during the night to -7°C
while covering ivitli foam \vith insulation endurance
R 2 40 guarantees a positive temperuturc during a 9 h
night of frost. Notc in Fig. 6,the sudden rise of the earth's

surface temperature the moment after the application of
foam, which may be esplained by a strong misbalance of
heat fluxes at the earth's surface. 15efore the foam application moment. intensive infrared radiative heat flus leaves
the uncovered earth's surface. This process is accompanied by the large heat fluxes in the ground near the
earth's surface associated \rrith large values of the ground
temperature gradients. After the foam application. the
radiative heat flus from the earth's surface decreases
sharply. \vhile the upward ground temperature gradient
near the earth's surface decreases much more slowly
because of the large heat capacity of the ground. As
a result, the upper earth layer during some time
interval rccci\ies much more lieat than it dissipates
to the atmosphere through the foani I q e r and its temperature rises. These feat~tresare in agreement \vith the
results of our measurements of thc carth surfiicc tcniperatures."

It is known that an air gap between the foiun layer and
the protcctcd surface iniprovcs the effectiveness of the

200

400
Time, mi11

Fig. 5. Tet~rperatltrc,~
rrnd cficrire hear cotrci~icricitieso f rarioti.~layers ofjoanr i11 evp-perinlcntrrlat-ratlgetnetlt B. Foam content: hetaitle
C, 1.5%; la~ir.ut~lirle
11, 0.1%: gl\~cerol.0.5%; P-4, 0.85%. T,,ttc.npc.ruilrret~~eastirerl
IIJ the if11ti1e~71roco1tple
sl1oltn it?Fig. 2; /.j%,
orerall
hear cor~d~icririi~
o f ~ h ewhole r~olrit~~e
benveetr the tirent~ocoliples1 and t /Fig. 2)

thermal prote~tion.~
This fact was confirmed in a mathematical ~imulation.'~Consider here an air enclosure of
unifor~nthickness between the earth's surface and a cover
made of a dccaying foam layer. In an analogous \vay to
the previous section, a system of algebraic cqua~ionsfor
the temperatures of the lo~verT f Iand upper T f , ,surfaces
of the foam layer is obtained by considering a linear

temperature profile inside the foam layer:

where u, is the heat transfer coefficient from the cnclosure
to the lower foam surface. Solving Eqns (12) and (13),
a transcendental cquation is obtained for the variable
Tfl:

rc(Te - T j l )
= oo

+ no ( T$ - T;I)

{ [q[z,(T, - T,,)

+ G,(%

- T:(A - B x lo-:p); - qu

-

TfI))lJ
(14)

and then by introducing the solution of Eqn (13)into Eqn
(12). Tf,, is obtained. As in the previous section, the
continuity of temperatures on the foam surfaces is used
-8
1
for the solution of thc above system. Thus, the heat
0
2
4
6
8
10
transfer problems in the earth layer. air enclosure. and
Timc, h
the air inversion laycr1° are connected and are solved
Fig. 6. Ten~eratrtresof the grolnid slrrlfi7ce !order joalrrs wit11 nrithout a need to solve the heat transfer problem in the
rariolrs ~.aluesof the itrsltiatiotr etrdrrratrce Zl
foam layer.
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This technique is used for sol\ling the heat transfer
problem where an orchard is protected during a night of
frost by a foam layer with initial thickness of 5 cm. The
foarn is placed uniformly over a flat mesh, spread 3 rn
above the ground, over the tree tops. Initial temperature
of air \vas taken as +5'C, and the partial pressure of
\\.ater vapour in air as 2.4 mmHg. Values of other parameters. influencing the process were taken according to
Krasovitski er rrl?' As shown in Fig. 7. values of insulation endurancc i2 5 70 provide sufficient protection,
namely temperatures of trce top above freezing. during
8 h of night cooling.

185

accomplished in the paper, the contents provide satisfactory protection of plants in typical conditions of a night
of frost.
Exact frost conditions were difficult to simulate in the
experimental arrangement. because instead of radiative
cooling of the objects by cold sky, \I e applied convective
cooling. Thcreby, the results of the simulation experiments provide mainly data on foam q~talityin lo\v tcmperattires. The field experiment was conducted in conditions of mild frost. just bclow zero, and therefore it is
reconinicnded to repeat the experiments in more secere
frost conditions and test our technologj and quality of
foam in lower teniperat tires.

This research \$as supported by the Centcr for Absorption in Sciencc, Ministry of Immigrant Absorption and
by the Ministry of Energy of the State of Isracl.
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